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Author responses to the comments from Referee #2 

Major comments: 

1. Discuss the limitation of using hPET for both the input data and benchmarking. Independent 

benchmarking data for validation added on Fig 7/8. 

 

Response: 

Thank you for this suggestion. To address the issue of independent benchmarking, we have added an 

independent PET dataset from CRU to support comparison between the stoPET-generated PET and a totally 

independent PET dataset (monthly resolution), which was also estimated using Penman-Monteith method. Fig. 

8 and Fig. 9 and Table 1 have all been updated to include the CRU dataset for comparison.  

Relevant text has been added to the abstract and to the Model Verification section: 

Page 7 line 21, the following has been added: 

We have evaluated the stoPET model against hPET (the only globally available dataset at hourly resolution) 

(Singer et al., 2021) and against the Climate Research Unit’s daily average PET dataset generated by the PM 

method at monthly temporal resolution (presented as a daily average for the month) over the period 1901-2018 

at 0.5° grid resolution (CRU,  (https://crudata.uea.ac.uk/cru/data/hrg/,  (Harris et al., 2020)).  

Page 8 line 10, the following has been added to reflect the inclusion of the CRU dataset: 

To verify the performance of stoPET more quantitatively, analysis was carried out on twelve points across 6 

continents chosen to be representative of both humid and arid climates across the global land surface (Fig. 7). 

Ten ensembles, each comprising 20 years of synthetic PET data, were generated using stoPET and compared 

against the hPET dataset over the period 2001-2020, substituting the nighttime (zero) PET values of stoPET 

with nighttime values of hPET. Next, the hourly PET values from stoPET and hPET were aggregated to daily 

average PET values for each month at the twelve locations for evaluation of stoPET (again, including the 

nighttime values), against the CRU PET dataset developed by the PM method (see above). 

Page 9 line 23, the following has been added: 

Previously, CRU PET estimates were found to be comparable to hPET values (Singer et al., 2021). Here we 

directly compare the stochastically generated PET values from stoPET against estimated independent PET 

values from CRU to evaluate whether stoPET captures the seasonality and mean behaviour within CRU. The 

comparison between stoPET and CRU indicates that, except in two humid locations (H2 and H6), stoPET 

values are statistically similar to the independent CRU PET values (Table 1). Even though the pBias and 

NRMSE values from comparisons between stoPET and CRU are higher than for the hPET comparisons, the p-

values of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test show that stoPET has a similar statistical distribution as CRU for most 

of the comparisons (except for two humid sites, H2 and H6, which had lower and higher CRU PET values, 

respectively, within overall narrow distributions). Additionally, stoPET well captures the seasonality of the CRU 

PET (Fig. 8 and Fig. 9). These evaluation steps give us confidence that stoPET is generating PET (on a 

monthly timescale) that is largely consistent with existing data products and can therefore be considered as a 

useful simulator of PET at the global scale.   
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2. How did you calculate PET when temperature is below freezing point? 

Response: 

The PET is calculated using the FAO Penman-Monteith equation. The temperature data is from ERA-5 Land 

and no changes have been made to the equation or the temperature data. The full description of the PET 

calculation is described in the paper (Singer et al., 2021). The PET is adjusted based on the available air 

temperature and dew point temperature since the PET is also controlled by other variables like wind and 

radiation, we will still have a potential evapotranspiration value for the location even though the temperature is 

below freezing point. However, the values of the PET will be highly reduced. 

Minor comments response: 

1. Some of the climate models use PET concept while others not. For example, CLM do not use PET 

concept. So, it’s not just an issue of outputting. (Same for page15, line33) 

Response: 

We agree and re-wrote the introduction to make it more clear based on this comment from the reviewer.  

Page 2 line 8, the following has been added: 

While some global climate models do not include PET explicitly (e.g., COSMO-CLM (Will et al., 2017)), most 

global climate models (e.g., ERA5-Land) do provide some of the outputs of climatic variables used to estimate 

PET. However, they do not directly output PET itself, which would support more detailed impact-based 

modelling of climate change. Climate models focus on predicting the effects of greenhouse gas emissions on 

global water and energy transfer, and thus they output climate variables (e.g., temperature, radiation, surface 

pressure, wind speed, and rainfall). Without explicit data on PET, high computational resources are required to 

estimate the PET for large areas from climate model output variables, and the spatial and temporal scales of 

these outputs are typically too coarse for detailed impact analyses. These scaling considerations may make 

climate model output unsuitable for computing PET. This is especially true for application to certain water 

balance applications, where diurnal changes in PET are important for a specific location or where there are 

large spatial differences in PET. Downscaling techniques are commonly used to generate the parameters 

needed to estimate PET from global climate models by the PM method (or other methods) at the appropriate 

resolution, but this increases the computational resource requirement (Tukimat et al., 2012) and adds 

additional uncertainty to PET calculations. 

Another challenge for PET estimation is how to characterise evaporative demand under climate change 

scenarios, which is an important need for assessing possible future climate change impacts (Xu et al., 2014). 

Temperature is one of the major climate variables influencing PET (Allen et al., 1998). Therefore, with 

increasing temperature under climate change for most of the globe, there is a need to simulate historical and 

future PET in a consistent and spatially explicit way. Simulating changes in evaporative demand associated 

with changes in temperature would be particularly useful for assessing the potential impacts of meeting/not 

meeting the 1.5° C target of the Paris Climate Treaty (Kriegler et al., 2018) or for addressing any future global 

temperature target. Additionally, it would be powerful to be able to simulate step changes and trends in PET 

according to user-defined specifications, giving the user a flexible tool for generating a range of PET time 

series for various applications.   

2. Is there any justification of assuming nighttime PET as 0? There is still ET at night. However, I am not 

sure whether it is important to your applications. 

Response: 

Nighttime PET is very small and sometimes it is negative, indicating condensation. Nighttime variations in PET 

have little impact in most applications (e.g., crop or hydrological modelling), as most of the variation in PET 
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(and the high magnitude of PET) occurs in the daytime due to the prominent role of the Sun. Additionally, there 

is no clear way to characterise nighttime variations in PET as is possible for daytime values (given the strong 

diurnal cyclicity). Hence, we set nighttime values of stoPET to zero. However, we note that we have provided 

new explanation of this in the manuscript text, which also quantifies the nighttime values and presents them in 

comparison to daytime values within supplemental figures Fig S1 and Fig S2.  

Page 4 Line 3, the following has been added: 

In reality, PET is not always zero at night, but it typically ranges from small positive to small negative values 

(representing condensation) within hPET. For example, nighttime PET is relatively higher in arid regions 

(median PET value is between 0.001 and 0.076 mm h-1) compared to humid regions (median PET value is 

between -0.014 and 0.002 mm h-1) (Fig. S1 and Fig. S2). Nevertheless, the impact of nighttime PET in core 

applications such as crop and hydrological modelling is expected to be minimal, hence we set nighttime PET 

values to zero in stoPET.  

3. Does the noise ratio have an option to include the year-to-year variability? 

Response: 

The noise ratio is generated randomly for each month and each year of a simulation. Since it is randomly 

generated, the values for each year and each month will be different. This point is made in Section 2.2.3. 

4. Figure 4: Does the box plot showing numbers of (31*available hours) noise ratios? 

Response: 

Yes, the box plots show the noise ratio for each month and hours for the data period considered (1981-2020), 

but only for daytime hours, since we nighttime PET to be zero. 

5. Section2: Could author add a brief introduction of hPET dataset and PM method? I think that would be 

useful for the reader. 

Response: 

A full description of the hPET dataset with the detailed PM method used to calculate it is described and 

published in the Scientific Data journal (Singer et al., 2021). We already specified the method (Penman-

Monteith) in the text here and referred the reader to the hPET paper.  

6. Figure8,9, Table1: it would be nice to have more scientific explanations. It seems to have larger 

ensemble spread in the drier regions. How is that related to the diurnal cycle, or year-to-year variations. 

pBias are larger in humid regions and why? 

Response: 

Thank you for this detailed observation. The remit of this journal is present new models, to evaluate them, and 

demonstrate their use. It is not to analyze the data and discuss the scientific observations. This is why we did 

not provide any detailed discussion of these figures. However, we note that arid locations have more 

seasonality in PET than humid locations, leading to more spread in PET for arid locations. The goal of these 

figures (and the table) is to show that the stochastic PET generator can produce comparable PET values to 

that of the calculated PET values from other comparable datasets.  

7. Page 12 line 35: “per hour”-> “for every hour” or “for each given time”. The original statement is easily 

to be misunderstood (e.g., slope or rate of changes) 
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Page 13 Line 23, the following has been changed: 

‘Per hour’ was changed to ‘for every hour’. 

8. Section 4.1.3: Do you have a figure for historical trend in PET? What is the calculated period? 

Response: 

A plot of the historical trend of hPET data is now included in the supplementary document as Fig. S26 for the 

period, 1981 – 2020. 

Page 14 Line 15 the following has been added: 

(Fig. S26) as a reference. 

9. Figure 15, method3: What are the slopes? It seems the historical trends are not obvious. 

Response: 

The new Figure (Fig. S26) indicates the slope of the historical trend (within the supplementary document).  

10. Page16 line 30 (final conclusion): I suggest the author to emphasize the applications of this model to 

decision making rather than for evaluating land surface or hydrological models. 

Response: 

We have added a paragraph in the discussion indicating how stoPET can help in decision making. 

Page 17 Line 8 the following is added: 

In these and other applications, stoPET presents a new and useful tool to support decision making. For a 

range of practical situations ranging from water resource planning to agriculture to disaster risk reduction it 

would be useful to explore the plausible range of variability in PET and its impact on the water balance for any 

region. For example, the Horn of Africa drylands region is currently experiencing its 5th consecutive season of 

drought in which atmospheric temperatures are elevated. A 6th ‘failed rainy’ season is predicted for the 

upcoming ‘long rains’ season (March-April-May 2023). Once a temperature forecast is issued for the region, 

this information could be used to create multiple stochastic series of PET from stoPET, which could then be 

used with rainfall forecasts to drive hydrological models. Thus, one could examine what impact these elevated 

temperatures, alongside forecasted rainfall deficits, would have on water resources, crop yields, and available 

pasture lands for millions of rural people. The output from such this modelling could then support forecast-

based financing decisions, as well as to plan disaster response across this vulnerable region.      

 

 

 

 

 


